
Announcing Seminars with                               NOTE CHANGES   

Sheyla Guterriez
 Sheyla Gutiérrez is a Professional Dog Trainer and Dog Agility 
Judge, offering training and behavior services to dogs and their 
care givers. Sheyla teaches a variety of classes in agility, 
obedience, house training, manners, dog sports, relationship building, 
behavior issues and consultation. 
    
Originally from San Juan, Puerto Rico, she has trained dogs for 20 years. 
She first started  agility with her Labrador Retriever, Zohe, and  since then 
has trained and handled a wide variety of dogs including a Doberman Tyson, 
Pugs Elphie and Minnie, BC’s Chill, Fanta, Shiny and Rebel, as well as 

many of her students’ dogs  throughout the years. 
 
Sheyla and her dogs have achieved agility champion status in both 
USDAA (multiple ADCH, PDCH and even LAA) and AKC (MACH). 
Her dogs have been Performance Speed Jumping and Grand Finaliat
Cynosport, UKI US Open Winner Takes All and Maste                                                                                 

Handling Seminars
Count on Sheyla’s vast experience training, handling and competing successfully with dogs of differing breed, sizes 
and temperaments. Learn and practice handling and training strategies to improve performance. Instruction will be 
individualized to fit each handler’s and dog’s performance level, strengths, weaknesses, particular handling style 
and distinctive needs. 

Tuesday September 6 — 8:00 am - 12:00 pm (Only 4 spots) Excellent/Masters/CATCH 
Tuesday September 6 — 1:00 - 5:00 pm            Novice/Open/young dogs not trialing 
Wednesday September 7 — 1:00 - 5:00 pm      FULL Masters/CPE CATCH                                                 
Thursday September 8 — 8:00 am -12:00 pm   FULL Masters, UKI Champion, C-ATE 
                                              
One Jump                                                                                                        $175
Dogs Novice * Masters levels. Learn to train and practice COUNTLESS advance agility 
skills - Front Crosses, Sends, Backsides , even Fancy Moves using one jump/minimal 
equipment. GREAT for beginners and advanced with limited space to practice at home 
Babs says”Took this class in Florida and was amazed at the difficult advanced moves we learned/
practiced with just one jumps. Just ask Babs about her experience.

Wednesday September 7   8:00 am - 12:00 pm

All seminars $175 for a working spot and $30 to audit. 

Problems? Issues? Challenges? I am so sorry there was no interest in this seminar but lots of 
interest in Masters Handling sooooooo changed that seminar to Masters Handling 


